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A CHANDIGARH ADMINISTRATION UNDERTAKING

8, Jan Marg, Sector 9-0,
Chandigarh

PUBLIC NOTICE

Before Secretary, CHB Exercising the Powers of the Estate Officer, UT Chandigarh.

Subject: - Mutation /Transfer of ownership right in respect of Dwelling Unit No. 5698.B
(Second floor) Category of HIG-(L) in Sector 38-West, Chandigarh on the
basis of Sale Deed in the name SH. VISHAL ALOHIA, S/O SH. SANSAR
CHAND ALOHIA, from the name of allottee/transferee SH. LOKESH, S/O
LATE SH. GURDARSHAN SINGH.

."1'•.•..

. It is hereby notified for the information of the general public and all concerned

that the Dwelling Unit No. 5698-B (Second floor) Category of HIG-(L) in Sector 38-West,

Chandigarh stands in the name of .allottee/transferee SH. LOKESH, S/O LATE SH•

. GURDARSHAN SINGH. Now, SH. LOKESH, S/O LATESH. GURDARSHANSINc;H, has

sold the above said dwelling unit to SH. VISHAL ALOHIA, S/O SH. SANSAR CHAND

ALOHIA vide Sale Deed Ex~cuted and re~istered in office.of SulrRegi~trar Chandigarhon

18/11/2022. SH;'VISHAL ALOHIA,S/OSH.'SANSARCHAND ALOfllA has requested this

office for transfer the above.said dwelling unit in.his name on the basis of sale deed.

.If any body has any objection upon the mutation of the said property in favour
'! ;",' .- " ' > -, I"','.' ",', -', : ":;;' >: ,'::; , ':. .. ,

of applicant, he/she/they may submit the objection in writing to .the undersigned within 15
, . . - ,. . . "' .'. " '- . ," '.' " .: - .',' ..
days of the publication of this notice, failing which, the ownership of the said dwelling. unit

" ,-, ,.' . .'", l"'-, . , ."', - ,

shall be transferred in favour of.above said claimant(s).

Secretary. ,
Chandigarti Housing Boar'd; .
Chandigarh., ..•.
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